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Any attempt to self-regulate one’s body weight takes place
at the intersection of the external environment and innate
biological predispositions that, especially when combined,
can be highly conducive to energy surpluses and excessive
fat mass accretion. Prominent examples of such factors are
high availability of calorie dense, palatable foods, economical
constraints that negatively influence lifestyle choices, and
the human predisposition for liking sweet and fatty foods.
As a consequence, it is no surprise that the majority of
individuals have become overweight or obese, apparently
“losing control” and “succumbing” to these external and
internal obesogenic pressures. At the same time, it is known
that behaviors related to body weight regulation, namely,
physical activity and diet, are generally within the reach of
voluntary control and regulation, as evidenced by studies
of successful weight loss maintainers who report dramatic
changes in their lifestyles despite being surrounded by seemingly obesogenic environments [1]. These improvements
have frequently been linked to individuals finding new
ways of relating to one’s weight and lifestyle, new selfperceptions, motives, goals, emotional responses, habits, and
so forth (e.g., [2–4]). This apparent paradox is reinforced
by a frequent tension between population-level (“environmental,” “political”) versus individual-level (“motivational,”
“self-regulatory”) approaches to addressing the problem

of obesity, which may be misguided; both will likely be
necessary and one can inform the other.
Various perspectives can be taken to address obesity
prevention and treatment. One is that obesity, at a population level, is largely “caused” by environmental factors
and consequently it should primarily be tackled with public
health measures [5]. Other views, informed by advances in
molecular biology, tend to favor approaches rooted in the
genetics of obesity (e.g., prevention by early risk diagnosis)
[6] and/or pharmacological solutions to treat the most
prevalent forms of obesity [7]. Lately, interventions derived
from applying principles of behavioral economics have come
forth with solutions based on “nudges” and small changes in
contextual “default conditions,” as they bypass individuals’
volition, biases, and errors in judgment [8]. While other perspectives exist (e.g., [9, 10]), this special issue is a statement
that exploring psychological determinants of health behavior
such as reasons, goals, expectations, values, beliefs, or selfperceptions - and getting individuals more (and better)
motivated in self-managing their health, remain important
aspects to address in fighting obesity. While, in concept, no
one disputes that motivational factors or, more generally,
psychosocial processes are relevant to understanding why
people behave the way they do, in regards to their health,
this topic has sometimes been presented as “old news” in
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obesity research, which is premature. We believe that a more
productive stance is one that recognizes that a multitude of
perspectives and solutions must be eﬀectively integrated in
order to more successfully fight obesity [11].
Environmental change may be slow to implement, can be
very expensive, is often stalled by industries with competing
interests, and can have unpredictable and even paradoxical
outcomes, all of which makes research in this area a
formidable challenge [12]. Furthermore, social and economical conditions will evolve, and many people will move across
diﬀerent physical and cultural environments through the
course of their lives (sometimes for long periods), which
could limit the eﬃcacy of some environmental interventions.
Therefore, it is crucial to also improve existing strategies
and develop new strategies that help people better navigate
obesogenic environments, wherever and whenever they
exist, by maximizing their own self-regulatory resources.
Again, a critical point is that population-based initiatives to
fight obesity can and should be informed by “individuallevel” research (e.g., mass, internet-based campaigns to
promote fruits and vegetables which apply sound theorybased motivational principles); similarly, “individual-level”
interventions (e.g., primary care consultations) should be
mindful of research findings in areas such as the impact of
the built environment of physical activity or how contextual
“nudges” impact health-related decisions and behavior.
Regardless, all these initiatives must be supported by focused,
high-quality research that seeks to understand why, how, and
under which conditions children, adolescents, and adults are
more likely to remain at, or achieve healthful levels of body
weight. This special issue aims to make a contribution to this
research.
The 14 articles published in this special issue underline
the importance of psychological factors in the context
of body weight self-regulation. For instance, L. Karhunen
and colleagues [13] show that psychobehavioral factors
are more important for weight regulation than individual
satiety levels or diet characteristics, whereas E. A. Dennis
and colleagues [14] point out the diﬃculty of maintaining
weight during freshman year at college, even with explicit
training in self-regulation skills. C. Bégin and colleagues [15]
demonstrate that self-regulation during weight loss attempts
systematically diﬀers between women with lower and higher
depressive symptoms, underlining the importance of psychological health and wellbeing as a prerequisite in selfregulation of health behaviors.
Three articles investigate the role of self-perceived weight
in adolescents. R. C. Krauss and colleagues [16] show that
accuracy diﬀerences in weight perceptions explain some
of the weight disparities between adolescents of diﬀerent
ethnic groups in the US. K. Ojala and colleagues [17]
report that overweight boys and girls in Finland accurately
perceived their weight as higher and had a lower body image
than normal-weight children. Importantly, adolescents who
perceived themselves as being overweight despite being in
a healthy weight range were more likely to actually be
overweight 11 years later [18].
Three articles examine physical activity, a health behavior
central in weight management. E. Guérin and M. S. Fortier
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[19] showed how situational motivation and perceived
exercise intensity predict changes in positive aﬀect following
physical activity. D. S. Buchan and colleagues [20] reviewed
current psychological models for increasing physical activity
levels and describe the need for more ecological models.
M. L. Segar and colleagues [21] show that framing physical
activity as a way to positively influence daily well-being
enhanced body image and perceptions about the physical
activity experience in overweight women.
Three articles investigate the role of the social environment for self-regulation of bodyweight, particularly, the role
of parents in children’s and adolescents’ weight management.
K. P. Jakubowski and colleagues [22] showed that parental
readiness to change weight control behaviors was predictive
of adolescents’ body mass index at treatment end. In their
review, L. A. Frankel and S. O. Hughes [23] made interesting
connections, applying the literature on parental influence on
their children’s emotion regulation to parental influence on
self-regulation of energy intake in children. These articles
point to the importance of the interaction of the social
environment (parents) with the self-regulation of weightrelated behaviors in children and adolescents. S. B. Gesell
and colleagues [24] report on a diﬀerent aspect of the
parent-child relation in the context of weight management.
They show that over the course of a three-month obesity
prevention trial parents form new social ties with parents
of children with similar body types. Thus, parents of obese
children were more likely to become friends with parents of
other obese children and parents of normal-weight children
would befriend parents of other normal-weight children
more often.
Another central topic in self-regulation is an individual’s
motivation. Two articles examined the role of external
motivation, namely, monetary incentives for weight regulation. M. M. Crane and colleagues [25] showed somewhat
surprisingly that small monetary incentives did not influence
autonomous or controlled motivation for participation in
a 1-year weight loss trial. In contrast, the findings by A. C.
Moller and colleagues [26] demonstrate that participants in
a three-week health behavior improvement program who
reported being more motivated by a monetary incentive
had higher body weight at 17 weeks followup. Finally, J.
Y. Breland and colleagues [27] suggest the Common-Sense
Model of Self-Regulation as a framework for organizing
existent tools and creating new means to improve long-term
weight regulation.
We believe this special Issue will enhance our understanding of psychological—especially motivational and selfregulatory—factors in weight management and, collectively,
provide an interesting snapshot of research in this area, with
a good share of innovative empirical findings (e.g., [18, 23,
26]) and fresh conceptual discussions (e.g., [20, 23, 27]).
As a final note, it is important to remember, especially when dealing with issues involving individual selfregulation, that our society protects human freedom of
choice. Biomedical ethics, the legal system in the US, and
medical professionalism protect patient autonomy in health
care and in research studies and have recently agreed that it
should be a primary outcome of all health care interactions
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([28–31]). The need to respect patient autonomy in all health
care interventions is mandated and thus is not a choice
for whether practitioners, policy makers, or researchers will
support it in a particular intervention. Thus, more research
is needed to understand how autonomous self-regulation is
aﬀected by public health messaging, clinical and community
programs, food industry advertising, economic rewards and
punishments, and genetics. Also, health care is delivered
in a free choice paradigm; thus, interventions must focus
on helping participants to choose options that help them
maintain their weight or weight loss and which they want to
continue to choose after the intervention’s end. To determine
the success of an intervention, researchers are strongly
encouraged to document the eﬀect of their interventions for
a period of at least 6 months after the intervention ends. For
obesity, known for its high recidivism, this period might be
even longer.
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